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About This Game

Life on earth is in danger. A research team has been sent into outer space to explore new habitable worlds
where humans can start a new life.

Near an unknown planet the research ship falls out of hyperspace. All controls and sensors have failed
leaving the vessel dead in space. You have no choice but abandon ship in an escape pod.

The entire surface of the unknown oceanic planet is frozen. Upon impact the escape pod managed to break through the ice cap.

An amazing alien world is revealed in from of your eyes. Your task is to survive and find out the cause
of your ship's tragic events. But BEWARE !!!  You are not the only survivor in the ocean’s depth.
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Retro gamers, it is exactly what you think it is.

Currently, there is no joystick support for the x360 controller, despite the setup splash screen before starting the game...

Mouse control: moving left or right from a fixed point where you hold down the L-mouse button, which also fires your weapon.
Space: jump back away from the grid. (consumes energy)
L-Ctrl: fires beam weapon. (consumes more energy)

The lack of controls is annoying, ATM, but hopefully joystick support will be added. The game itself is wonderfully frantic,
disorienting, and twitchy... exactly what a tube-shooter should be!. Pretty polished. Graphics are good. Menus are next level.

It's like if Doom VFR were turned into a
a base defense wave shooter like Archery from the lab, but way more advanced.

Wasn't clear from the video but You're controlling giant mech arms. The enemies aren't
really tiny it's just that your arms are huge.

You have various moves like grab and squash. deflect missles. My favorite is blowing up the missile on the robots back which
causes a nice splash damage explosion.

worth checking out if you like wave shooters.. Same old Vikispotter...
 Stupid game,,, but for kids and achievement hunters!!
Easy 100%. Very cool entry into the turn-based strategy genre. All the combat is one-hit kills so it's all strategy- no luck
involved. Your task is to secure every enemy-held tile on the board. Each tile acquisition increases your mana which is used to
spawn more units or use special abilities to increase movement\/attack range and create or destroy tiles and obstacles. There are
only 4 different classes so the options are limited to that but there is enough there to have very fun and tactical games.

There are a few things to be aware of, though. First, there is only campaign and multiplayer at this point. The devs have
mentioned an interest in adding a versus AI mode but it isn't there yet. The multiplayer could also be improved. As of now,
unless you are playing with a friend, you will likely be playing games 1 turn per day at a time, similar to the old PBeM games.
This is great to have as a feature, but as of now it is the only option. There is no chat or lobby to see if anyone is active. There IS
local hotseat multiplayer though, up to 4 players, so that's nice.

All in all, I do recommend especially if you are a fan of the genre. The devs are very friendly and seem sincere in wanting to
improve the game if they have the resources to do it. As it stands the campaign is very engaging and I look forward to playing
multiplayer with friends. 9\/10. Missing a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of other individual sale
haloween costumes. fucl this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Where is the Accu-Sim version?. I buy this dlc and i
don't get a dlc! Give it to me please!!
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Okay, how the hell did this slip past my radar.

For everyone wondering what happened to the old point-and-click adventure games, here's your answer.

This has so far given me very strong vibes of Shadows Over Innsmouth, which makes me love the game even more. Some of the
puzzles aren't overly difficult, but then again, for a genre where you have to knock the moustache off the Washington
monument with a \/broom\/, not the \/bamboo stick\/, because that's for the giant panda three levels from now...

Still, don't let the 'hidden object game' fool you; this is little like the old I Spy games from yesteryear. This is a proper point-and-
click adventure game geared towards a more grown up audience, with intriguing plot, interesting puzzles, and a couple nice
bonus achievements for the eagle-eyed completionists out there. Hell, it opens with a kraken crushing a ship as a sailor watches
in terror.

If you've been missing point-and-click adventure games, now's your chance to find them again.. Interactive narrative with a
good concept behind it. The story is captivating and the visual aspect is fresh and very well executed. I think it's a very good and
original game, but a very overpriced one also. I got it from a bundle so it was no problem for me, but I would suggest you buy it
when it's in sale in case you're interested.. Good game for a Buck. Love the game for sure, but very disappointed paying 37 EUR
for a game, which crashes from time to time and dosn't have the basic things fixed.

At this stage, i wouldn't recommend buying it and would just like my money back :D. Made full review with giveaway on
youtube ''GamesBoiler'' recent video.

Short review :
Pros :
1- Awesome gameplay
2- Good Graphics
3- Interactive Story
4- No Lag/Bug so far
5- Gameplay is not repetative, keeps changing.
6- Keeps player in pace with unique enemies on each level
7- Multiple bosses on each level
8- Head shots are worth trying (typical sniper elite stuff without slow mo)
9- Unique super powers and weapons

Cons :
1- Gives Sniper Elite vibe sometime
2- Faced one time freez so far, only in chapter/mission 2 which unfreezed in few seconds

Conclusion :
If you like shooting mummies, story driven compaing with ability to play co-op with your friends then this game is totally for
you. And if you are looking for something extra or even open world stuff here then sorry game isn't for you.

I Loved the game so far & highly recommend the game to everyone who wants to have some continues fun while shooting some
mummies in stressed up game environment.. Highly Addictive Little Nightmare.. Lets Say-10/666. It's hard to not recommend a
game when it's only a dollar, but I don't recommend it. It's like guitar hero with one ♥♥♥♥♥♥ music track
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